Evaporative self-assembly from complex DNA-colloid suspensions.
Evaporation-induced pattern formation has attracted considerable attention as a simple yet versatile method for generating self-assembled structures that have broad applications from photonic devices to biomacromolecular recognition. Previous study of evaporative self-assembly has mainly focused on single nonvolatile component systems, and the driving mechanisms have been extensively investigated. In contrast, pattern formation from evaporating multicomponent systems, despite its wide existence in nature and numerous engineering applications, has been rarely explored. In this work, we examine a DNA-colloid binary suspension as a model system to understand the evaporation-induced interfacial hydrodynamics and self-assembled morphology in multicomponent systems involving complex competing intermolecular and interfacial interactions. Direct microscopic observations show that the composition of the binary system plays a critical role in the multiple-ring formation upon evaporation: (1) suspensions with high DNA concentrations and low colloidal concentrations favor the formation of the multiple-ring pattern; (2) the size of colloidal particles added into DNA aqueous droplets can significantly disrupt smooth multiple rings to form rippled rings and curtain-like periodic patterns with a curious spoke-like structure as the size of colloidal particles increases; and (3) the enhancement of DNA-colloid interaction by oppositely charged colloidal particles results in considerably high irregularity of DNA stain ring spacing. We examine the disruption of the multiring morphology under varied conditions and attribute it to local hydrodynamics governed by colloid aggregation and sedimentation. Our results demonstrate the feasibility of fabricating periodic self-assembled hybrid structures via one-step evaporation of droplets consisting of multiple components.